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FOREWORD
This dissertation has been written in the style adopted 
by the American Psychological Association for submission to
scholarly journals. Pages 1 - 4 7  comprise the body of the
manuscr ipt as prepared for journal submission. The
rema i n i ng pages constitute the appendix, and consist of IRT
applications in physical education, mental imagery
assessment i nst r umen ts and computer p r o c e d u r e s .
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ABSTRACT
Two phases are reported in the development of a sport
specific Mental Imagery Assessment Instrument (MIAI). The
focus in constructing this instrument was to deal with the 
problems identified by Hall (1985) and, at the same time, to 
provide a sport specific MIAI for football players that 
could be used for future research. In addition, it was 
hoped that the construction procedures for this particular 
MIAI could be used as a model to develop sport specific 
MIAIs for other sports. Thus, a secondary purpose of the 
study was to provide a comparative approach to test 
construction in the affective domain using both item
response theory (IRT) and classical test theory (C T T ).
A MIAI is designed to measure the ability of 
participants in a sport to image events or activities that 
are specific to that sport. The use of sport specific items 
controls for the problem of interpretation of what is to be 
imaged. By developing items that require minimum reading 
skills and that relate directly to a sport, sport specific 
items can be developed that will provide a coach with a 
measure of how an athlete can visualize events or 
activities. This information can then be incorporated into 
teaching and coaching methodology. If the use of mental 
imagery is to be a part of the instructional process, a 
quantitative measure of imagery ability needs to be obtained 
on each individual so that instruction can be tailored to 
the imagery abilities of the individual.
v i i
This study utilized the two major testing theories to 
aid in the construction of the MIAI. Overall, the results 
were quite positive. CTT, with its weaker assumptions, 
facilitated establishing validity and reliability of the 
initial instrument. The improved instrument and increased 
sample size permi 11 ed the use of IRT m e t h o d o l o g y , in 
conjunction with CTT procedures, to strengthen the 
development process. The combination of the two methods 
served to enhance and verify the reliability and validity of 
the MIAI i terns.
v i i i
Introduction
Research on mental imagery or mental practice can be 
traced back to the late 19th century. There has been a 
considerable amount of research concerning the use of mental 
imagery or mental practice in the learning of motor skills. 
Corbin (1972) and Feltz and Landers (1983) have published 
reviews of this research literature, which generally 
indicate that mental practice is an effective method for 
aiding skill acquisition and performance preparation 
(Magill, 1985).
Mahoney and Avenor (1977) categorized mental imagery 
into internal and external perspectives. The external 
perspective requires individuals to view themselves from a 
third-person perspective, as if watching a videotape of a 
performance. The internal approach is experienced from a 
first-person perspective. The individuals image their 
performance from within their body. Studies of these 
perspectives have produced mixed results as to which is 
better. Mahoney and Avenor (1977), in their study of elite 
male gymnasts, determined that the internal imagery 
perspective was better. Similar findings were reported in 
research on elite skiers (Rotella, Gansneder, Ojala, s. 
Billings, 1980). However, Meyers, Cooke, Cullen and Liles 
(1979), in a study of elite and college racquetball players 
and Highlen and Bennett (1979) in a study of elite 
wrestlers, found no difference in the use of internal or
1
2external imagery perspectives.
Another consideration of imagery is whether items have 
a visual or kinesthetic orientation. McFadden (cited in 
Mumford & Hall, 1985) determined that the specific 
requirements of the sport under analysis should be assessed 
in order that the most appropriate imagery approach is used. 
McFadden suggested that the imagery requirements of a sport 
might be determined by the nature of the area of 
participation. For example, skating or gymnastics, with an 
essentially static field might require different imagery 
techniques than that of tennis or hockey, which would have a 
changing field.
While there has been a substantial amount of research 
concerning the use of mental imagery or mental practice in 
the learning and performance of motor skills, only a limited 
number of studies have examined 'imagery ability' (Hall, 
Pongrac & Bucholz, 1985). For the purposes of this study 
'imagery ability' is defined as the degree of clarity and 
precision a participant reports in relation to his or her 
imagery of a particular item. Of the studies that have 
attempted to relate imagery ability to motor performance, 
three examples represent the results of research in that 
area. Epstein (1980) used a questionnaire which had males 
and females produce four images and rate these images on 
seven subscales. There was no strong relationship between 
imagery ability for either gender or performance on a dart- 
throwing performance task. Hale (1982) measured the effects
3of imagery perspective on the muscular and ocular results of 
the visualization of a dumbbell curl. Subjects completed a 
7-point Imagery Exercise Questionnaire that was a modified 
version of Epstein's (1980) instrument. Sheehan's (1967) 
adaptation of Betts' (1909) Questionnaire on Mental Imagery 
(QMI) was also used. There were no significant 
relationships between biceps electromyograph readings and 
the kinesthetic imagery scores on the two imagery 
instruments. There was also no relationship between visual 
imagery ratings from the questionnaires and ocular 
responses. Using different tasks to measure performance,
Ryan and Simons (1982) determined that subjects with strong 
visual or strong kinesthetic imagery showed more improvement 
in the performance task of balancing a stabilometer than 
subjects with weak visual or kinesthetic imagery.
Taken together, these studies provide limited support 
for any relationship between imagery ability and motor skill 
performance. Imagery ability, however, seems important in 
the learning and performance of motor skills (Hall et a l ., 
1985). Several possible reasons have been proposed. First, 
studies of visual imagery have used tests such as the QMI 
where items are general in nature and do not require visual 
imagery of movement. This could affect the relationship 
between task performance and imagery ability when the task 
requires movement. Second, when kinesthetic imagery ability 
has been assessed, the items used have been general or open 
to interpretation. Third, subjects have not been classified
4jointly on visual and kinesthetic imagery. There has been 
no examination of the relationship of high visual to low 
kinesthetic imagery ability or low visual to high 
kinesthetic imagery ability.
The imagery instructions given subjects is an important 
variable in any study. This variable, however, does not 
always receive the careful planning it requires.
Instructions must contain sufficient detail to ensure that 
all subjects in a given treatment group are imaging the task 
from the same perspective. When developing instructions, 
the imagery perspective subjects are expected to assume 
should be considered (Hall, 1985).
According to Hall et al. (1985), the major problem in 
studies attempting to demonstrate a link between imagery 
ability and motor performance lies with the imagery tests 
that have been used. For the most part, these tests have 
not been specifically designed to measure the imagery of 
movement. If consistent relationships are to be shown, more 
appropriate methods of measuring visual and kinesthetic 
imagery of movement are required. In response to this need, 
Hall and associates developed the Movement Imagery 
Questionnaire (MIQ). A primary concern in developing this 
q uestionnaire was to make certain that all participants 
answering the questionnaire were imaging the exact same 
movements. This was an important step in standardizing the 
measurement of the imagery of movement. There is not, 
however, any research on methods to standardize sport
related mental imagery. It would seem important that if 
mental imagery is to be a component of research it should be 
measured by a sport specific instrument. The instrument 
shouId be composed of i terns t hat are spor t spec i f i c , ra the r 
than general and open to interpretation. The items in such 
an instrument should be able to be read with comprehension 
by all subjects, and the instructions must be clear and 
explicit as to the imagery perspective the subjects are 
expected to assume. A standardized instrument for assessing 
imagery ability that meets these criteria would resolve many 
of the problems of earlier imagery assessment instruments 
identified by Hall (1985). Such instruments could provide a 
consistent assessment of individual imagery ability for a 
particular sport event or activity to be imaged. It was the 
purpose of the present research to document the construction 
of a sport specific Mental Imagery Assessment Instrument 
(MIAI) that would meet the standardization criteria 
described above and that would provide guidelines for the 
construction of other MIAls.
The focus in constructing this instrument was to deal 
with the problems identified by Hall (1985) and, at the same 
time, to provide a sport specific MIAI for football players 
that could be used for future research. In addition, it was 
hoped that the construction procedures for this particular 
MIAI could be used as a model to develop sport specific 
MIAIs for other sports. Thus, a secondary purpose of the 
study was to provide a comparative approach to test
6construction in the affective domain using both the item 
response theory (IRT) and the classical test theory. The 
construction of the MIAI was divided into two phases.
Phase 1
The purpose of this exploratory phase was two-fold: (1)
to establish construct validity for sport specific mental 
imagery and (2) to determine the reliability of the sport 
specific items. It was hypothesized that a construct of 
sport specific mental imagery would be that participants and 
non-participants in the particular activity would differ in 
ability to image sport specific items. Moreover, items that 
were not sport specific would not discriminate between 
participants or non-participants in a particular activity. 
The methodology of CTT and IRT were used to analyze the 
d a t a .
Traditional testing methods in physical education have 
been based on CTT. Using a theory of measurement continuum 
from weak to strong assumptions, CTT is at the weak end of 
the continuum and IRT is at the strong {Spray, 1987).
CTT requires only a few, weak assumptions regarding 
observed test scores and latent variables assumed to be 
measured. For this reason, CTT is routinely applied to test 
data. Statistics such as point-biserial or biserial 
correlation c o e f f i c i e n t s , validity and reliability 
coefficients, prophecy predictions of test reliability, 
standard error of measurement, and predicted true scores are 
all obtained from certain applications of CTT. The weak
7assumptions of CTT are often useful in situations where 
stronger assumptions either cannot be met or are unknown by 
the researcher. Inference can only be made for that 
population and instrument. Any inferences to individuals or 
individual items are based on group statistics for that 
population (Spray, 1987).
IRT is a mathematically and computationally complex 
measurement theory which has potential use in psychomotor 
measurement (Wood, 1987). IRT is based on stronger 
assumptions than the traditional CTT and has distinct 
advantages over CTT in the measurement of cognitive and 
affective behavior (Spray, 1987).
IRT offers a unique method for obtaining data on test 
items due to the invariance property of the item parameters. 
This invariance property rests on the two major theoretical 
assumptions of latent trait theory: (a) unidimensionality
and (b) local independence.
Unidimensionality means that only a single ability is 
being measured and is assumed to be the property of an item 
pool or test. Local independence means that examinees' 
responses to an item are independent of their responses to 
another item. This means that an item response is a 
function of ability and no other factor (Ree & Jensen,
1983).
IRT neither offsets nor contradicts the assumptions of 
CTT. IRT makes additional assumptions which implement the 
measurement process at the individual and item level. This
allows generalizations to be made about an instrument from a 
specific population (Spray, 1987).
The concepts of unidimensionality and local 
independence have direct application to the analysis of the 
results of the MIAI. It is critical that the visual, 
internal kinesthetic and external kinesthetic items be 
examined separately to determine the capabilities of 
subjects in these areas. At the exploratory level, however, 
CTT statistics were considered to be useful for establishing 
these concepts as well as the concepts of reliability and 
validity. In Phase 1, CTT methods were primarily followed. 
There is not a sufficient sample size to fully use the 
capabilities of IRT. The weaker assumptions of CTT allow 
for its use in establishing the concept necessary for the 
subsequent phase of development.
Method
Subjects
Two groups of subjects were used in Phase 1. All were 
volunteers recruited for the purpose of analyzing the 
initial version of the MIAI. Group 1 (Football) consisted 
of NCAA Division 1 university football players (N=40) who 
participated in weightlifting activities. This group was 
considered the 'participant' group. The subjects in Group 2 
(Classroom) were females and males enrolled in physical 
education methods classes (N=54). For this phase, gender 
was not believed to be an important variable. Subjects in 
Gro u p  2 were considered 'non-participants'.
9Instrument
In Phase 1, the subjects were administered a modified 
version of Betts' QMI. There were 40 items in this original 
version of the instrument: 26 of Betts' original, general 
imagery items and 14 sport specific items. The items were 
divided into four categories: Visual, Cutaneous, External
and internal Kinesthetic. The three major groups (Visual, 
Cutaneous and Kinesthetic) were determined and validated by 
Betts. The internal/external divisions of the Kinesthetic 
group are an extension of Mahoney's and A v e n o r 's (1977) 
concepts for use in this research. The purpose for 
including both types of items was to determine if there was 
a difference in the ability to image sport specific and n o n ­
sport specific items among the two groups of subjects.
Sport specific items were developed by reviewing 
specific activities associated with football and 
weightlifting activities, and by discussing sport specific 
activities with players and coaches in these activities.
Only items that were determined to be clear and sport 
specific were included in the MIAI instrument. Each item 
was rated on a 5-point scale from 'very clear' to 'vague or 
dim'. The instrument was reviewed for content and structure 
by a graduate level faculty member with expertise in item 
and questionnaire development. The revised instrument was 
a dmini stered to a pilot group of 20 university and 
professional football players with extensive weightlifting 
experience. This group did not report any problems with
10
comprehension of instructions or with the clarity of the 
items. The initial 40-item version of the MIAI was 
administered to the two subject groups.
Procedures
For all groups of subjects, the instructors and coaches 
were contacted for permission to administer the MIAI. 
Participation was voluntary. Early administrations of this 
instrument to Group 1 revealed that the presence of this 
investigator caused confusion which could possibly influence 
results. Subsequently, it was decided that the person in 
charge of the group being measured would give the 
instructions for responding to the instrument and remain 
avaliable for questions. Subjects entered their names at 
the top of a scannable document for coding purposes and 
possible retesting. The subjects marked their responses on 
the 5-response scannable document with 'l' indicating the 
best imagery and '5' indicating the lowest imagery. All 
information was protected by a confidentiality agreement. 
Analytical Procedures for Validity and Reliability
IRT and CTT analyses were employed to examine the data. 
However, in this phase, analysis was done primarily by CTT 
methodology because of the sample size restrictions of IRT. 
Reliability and validity were determined by CTT. IRT 
information was used to show how IRT methods can be used in 
conjunction with CTT methods to provide maximum information 
about the subjects and instrument being analyzed. The IRT
11
model used was the Rating Scale Model (RSM). It is a 
modification of the one-parameter IRT model and allows for 
application of this model with multiple responses of 
different weights (Andrich, 1978). The RSM is defined and 
applied in Wright & Linacre's (1985) Microscale software.
V alidity - C T T . A primary concern of this phase of 
analysis was to establish a construct for mental imagery of 
sport specific items. In accordance with this construct, 
participants should show distinct differences in imagery 
ability scores over non-participants. Furthermore, there 
should not be any differences between groups on non-sport 
specific or 'generic' items. Cluster analysis, C r o n b a c h 's 
Alpha and Discriminant analysis with followup procedures 
were used, in sequence, to determine if these assumptions 
were accurate.
Cluster A n a l y s i s . Cluster analysis was used to create 
u n i d i m e n s i o n a 1 groupings of items. The items were 
classified as Sport Specific (N=14) and Non-Sport Specific 
(N=26). The maximum number of clusters was set at 3, in 
conjunction with the three major imagery categories.
Cluster analysis was used in two ways. The first was to 
establish clusters for both types of items for further 
statistical analysis. The second was to determine if the 
Sport Specific items would form unidimensional clusters for 
the Football group.
Reliability - C T T . Cluster reliability was determined 
using Cronbach's Alpha. This statistic was used as it is
12
designed to provide reliability information for interval 
data (Hehrens & Lehmann, 1985). Clusters with a reliability 
coefficient of < .75 were not considered reliable and were 
not i ncluded in Di scr irainant analys i s .
Discriminant analysis and followup procedures. Two SAS 
procedures, STEPDISC and STEPWISE were used to determine if 
clusters discr imi nated among the two subject g roups for 
Sport and Non-Sport Specific items. The significance level 
to enter and stay in a model was set at .05.
IRT analysis in Phase 1
The restrictions imposed by IRT assumptions and sample 
size precluded extensive use of IRT procedures in the 
initial phase of this test construction. It was considered 
possible, however, to use particular aspects of IRT 
methodology to confirm CTT findings. Item difficulty and 
subject information was used to confirm group imagery 
differences indicated by CTT analysis. In IRT, the common 
unit of measurement for expressing item difficulty and 
subject ability is the 'logit' or logarithamic unit (Wright 
& Linacre, 1985). The scale of logits is from -3 to +3, 
with a midpoint of 0. A negatively scaled item indicates an 
easy item or low ability. The closer the item or subject 
score is to -3 the easier the item or the lower the ability. 
The logit is the link between items and subjects and makes 
the information function operational. The closer the item 
logit is to the subject ability logit, the greater is the 
chance for the subject to get the item correct. If item
13
difficulty and subject ability are identical, the subject 
has a 50/50 chance of getting an item correct, and the 
greatest amount of information is acquired. The amount of 
information provided by the item-subject link decreases as 
the gap between item difficulty and subject ability 
increases (Baker, 1985; Safrit, Costa & Cohen, 1987).
Item Map and Subject A b i l i t i e s . An item map was 
developed which presents items ranging from easiest to most 
difficult, their logits, and their category. Subject 
ability logits were compared to item logits. The higher the 
subject ability, the higher the probability that the subject 
will indicate high imagery capabilities for an item. The 
closer the item difficulty logit is to the subject ability 
logit, the greater the amount of information provided about 
subject ability.
Results
The results of Cluster analysis and the reliability 
coefficients for Sport and Non-Sport Specific items are 
shown in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. All clusters for 
Sport Specific items met the reliability criteria (R = .75) 
and were included in Discriminant analysis procedures. 
Cluster 3 of the Non-Sport Specific items failed the 
reliability criteria (R = .63) and was excluded from the 
Discriminant analysis. The Alpha coefficient for Sport 
Specific items as a group was .91. For Non-Sport Specific 
items, this coefficient was .82.
14
Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here
Discriminant analysis indicated that Cluster 2 of the 
Sport Specific items significantly discriminated between the 
two groups. The mean for Cluster 2 for the Football group 
was 31.6 and for the Classroom group was 21.6. Other results 
of this analysis were F (1, 92) = 85.88 and = .48. There 
were no significant clusters for the Non-Sport Specific 
i terns.
The results of cluster analysis for the Football group 
are shown in Table 3. While the clustering was not totally 
discrete, there was fairly precise classification for all 
groups. The only item that appears greatly misclassified is 
the Internal Kinesthetic Power Clean. The relation between 
the Visual and External Kinesthetic items could be an 
extension of Hall's (1985) contention that Visual and 
External Kinesthetic items were separate but related. This 
clustering indicates distinct Visual, External Kinesthetic 
and Internal Kinesthetic item clustering. These items 
provided the core for development of a revised MIAI. No 
ordered clustering for Sport Specific items was observed in 
the other subject group, and Non-Sport Specific items did 
not cluster in an organized manner for either of the groups.
Insert Table 3 about here
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Item Map and Subject Abilities
Table 4 provides an item map for Sport Specific items 
for the Football group. Table 5 presents the same 
information for the Classroom group. These item maps 
provide information concerning the distribution of items by 
difficulty and category for each subject group. Both groups 
indicate a fairly even distribution of the three types of 
items on the positive and negative sides of the item map.
In terms of tendencies, the Football group appears to have 
greater difficulty imaging External Kinesthetic items than 
the Classroom group. For this group, Internal Kinesthetic 
and Visual items tend to be more difficult to visualize than 
External Kinesthetic items.
Insert Tables 4 and 5 about here
The differences in subject ability to image Sport 
Specific items are indicated by the ability logits for the 
Football and Classroom groups. Using a logit value of 1.00 
as an indicator of above average ability, a comparison of 
the two groups can be made.
The distribution of ability logits for the Football 
group is toward the upper end of the ability scale. Of the 
40 subjects in this group, 22 (55%) had logits greater than 
or equal to 2.00; 13 (33%) had logits between 1.00 and 2.00;
and five (12%) had logits less than 1.00. There were no 
negative logits.
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By contrast, the 54 subjects in the Classroom group had 
no ability logits greater than or equal to 2.00; nine (17%) 
had log its between 1.00 and 2.00; 22 (41%) had logi t s less 
than 1.00 and 23 (42%) had negative logits. These 
differences in imagery ability, in logits, substantiate the 
findings of CTT analysis (*X»2 (3, N = 94) = 51.66, p  < .05)
for significant differences in group imagery ability for 
these items.
Subject ability to image Non-Sport Specific items are 
not greatly different. Of the 40 subjects in the Football 
group, 14 (35%) had logits greater than or equal to 2.00; 17
(42.5%) had logits between 1.00 and 2.00 and eight (20%) had 
logits of less than 1.00. One individual (2.5%) had a 
negative logit.
For the 54 subjects in the Classroom group, 12 (22%) 
had logits greater than or equal to 2.00; 35 (65%) had
logits between 1.00 and 2.00 and seven (13%) had logits 
less than 1.00. The lack of differences in imagery ability, 
in logits, substantiate the findings of CTT analysis 
(,^ C 2 ( 3, N = 94) = 5.17, p  > .05) of no significant 
differences in group imagery ability for these items.
Discussion
The hypothesis for this phase was that Sport Specific 
items would discriminate between the mental imagery 
a bilities of the two subject groups and the Non-Sport 
Specific items would not discriminate among groups. This 
hypothesis was supported by both CTT and IRT analysis.
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In the CTT analysis. Cluster and Discriminant analysis 
detected differences among groups for Sport Specific item 
imagery ability. This differentiation among groups 
substantiates the construct for mental imagery of Sport 
Specific items. The same CTT procedures found no 
significant differences among the groups for Non-Sport 
Specific items.
The IRT assessment of individual ability logits for the 
subject groups supports the CTT findings of item 
discrimination. There was a distinct difference in the 
ability logit distribution for the two subject groups for 
Sport Specific items. However, there was no distinct 
difference between the imagery ability of the Football group 
and the Classroom group for Non-Sport Specific items. The 
higher and more numerous positive ability logits of the 
Football group for Sport Specific items compared to the low 
imagery ability logits for subjects in the Classroom group 
provide further support for the Sport Specific mental 
imagery construct.
Thus, construct validity of Sport Specific items and 
their ability to discriminate between the imagery ability of 
subject groups and the reliability of the items were 
established in Phase 1 by both CTT and IRT methods.
Phase 2
Information gained from the results of Phase 1 prompted 
changes in the structure of the original M I A I . The purpose 
of Phase 2 was then to confirm the reliability and validity
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of a sport specific MIAI. In this phase, IRT and CTT 
methods were used to determine the reliability and validity 
of the instrument, with a greater emphasis on IRT 
methodology, since this rests on stronger assumptions than 
CTT.
Method
Subjects
Two groups of subjects were used in this phase. All 
were volunteers recruited for the purpose of validating the 
revised version of the MIAI. Group 1 consisted of football 
players from one NCAA Division 1-A team and one Division 1- 
AA team. Each team had an established weightlifting program 
and had participated in bowl games after the 1987 football 
season. There were 136 subjects in this group. Group 2 was 
a Class AAAA Louisiana high school football team (High 
School). This team had an established weightlifting program 
and was a playoff team in 1987. There were 101 subjects in 
this group. These samples meet the criterion of 100 
subjects in a non-diverse group (Lord, 1983; Wright, 1977) 
as being sufficient for application of IRT analysis. 
Instrument
The revised MIAI consisted of 30 items in three 
categories: Visual, External and Internal Kinesthetic. The 
Cutaneous category was dropped from the original instrument. 
Two Sport Specific items originally classified as Cutaneous 
('Weight bar' and 'Shoulder pads'), were retained as Visual 
and Internal Kinesthetic items, respectively, because of
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their grouping in the Cluster analysis.
Based on the IRT analysis in Phase 1, imagery response 
No. 5 "No image present at all" was removed from the 
response list because there was no significant difference 
between it and No. 4 "Vague or dim". The other responses 
were retained, with minor changes to increase reading 
comprehens i o n .
The number of items in each category was increased to 
10. This was sufficient to meet the criteria for test 
length in IRT methodology. Each category was considered a 
unidimensional measure of a type of mental imagery.
Hambleton and Cook (1983) determined that a test length of 
20 items was sufficient for precision with an item pool with 
a wide range of difficulty (-2 to 2) in item logits. In 
Phase 1, the range of item logits for Sport Specific items 
was -.48 to .60. This homogeneity of item difficulty 
permits a test of fewer items to attain precision (Rekase, 
1983).
Feedback from subjects in the Phase 1 administrat ions 
of the MIAI indicated that the reading level of instructions 
and items might be too difficult for some subjects. Clarity 
of instructions was also cited as a problem with mental 
imagery assessment by Hall (1985). Another consideration 
related to reading comprehension is the IRT assumption of 
unidimensionality. Thus, if mental imagery assessment items 
require advanced reading skills, then the items are not 
u n i d i m e n s i o n a 1. Procedures were initiated to address this
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problem. First, instructions for responding to the items 
were simplified. Second, the responses of the subjects were 
made directly on the MIAI, rather than on scannable sheets. 
Third, all instructions and items were reviewed by a high 
school coach and two university strength coaches for 
relevance, specificity and readability. Fourth, the text of 
the instructions and items were reviewed by a remedial 
reading instructor to determine if the wording and content 
were at a comprehension level for lower grade level 
readers. A final check after all the above steps were 
implemented was the computer assessment of reading level of 
the MIAI. The PROFS function of IBM's VM software (1984) 
allows for the assessment of reading level of documents.
The reading grade level is pre-selected. Any words which 
are not appropriate for the selected grade level are 
highlighted. The reading level at which the revised MIAI 
became functionally useful was grade 6. At this level, only 
six words were considered above grade levels 6, 7, and 8.
The presence of these words did not affect the readability 
of the M I A I . The elementary reading level of the MIAI 
removes the problem of reading comprehension which could 
influence or interfere with mental imagery responses. 
Procedures
Coaches of the three groups of subjects were contacted 
for permission to administer the questionnaire. It was 
stressed that participation was voluntary. The person in 
charge of each group of subjects gave the directions for
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responding to the MIAI and remained available for questions.
For retest procedures and confidentiality, the subjects 
were requested to provide their jersey number and position. 
Subjects also provided information on age, years experience 
in football and weightlifting, and experience in mental 
imagery. Informed consent was obtained on all subjects and 
all information was protected by a confidentiality 
agreement. For purposes of reliability, the NCAA 1-AA group  
{N = 108) was retested two weeks after the original 
administration of the MIAI. For the same purpose, the High 
School group (N=85) was retested four weeks after the 
original administration.
Analytical Procedures
Both CTT and IRT analyses were employed in Phase 2. 
Cluster analysis, Cronbach's Alpha and the chi square 
statistic were used to examine Phase 2 data from a CTT 
perspective. The IRT procedures presented in Phase 1 were 
used in Phase 2 analysis. Other IRT measurements, "Outfit, 
"Infit", "Separation" and "Reliability" were used to examine 
subject data. Outfit and Infit statistics determine the 
goodness of fit of observed data to the model. Outfit is 
sensitive to outliers, such as a low ability individual 
correctly responding to a difficult item. Subjects 
classified as outliers usually exhibit inconsistent response 
pattern when their response documents are analyzed. Infit 
focuses on the overall performance of an item or person. It 
is linked to IRT's information function. The item
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information function is dependent on subject ability 
(Safrit, et al., 1987; Wright & Linacre, 1985).
An IRT method for determining validity for subject and 
item responses is the "Separation" statistic provided by the 
M i c r o s c a 1e software (Wright & Linacre, 1985 ). It indicates 
the extent to which: a) person responses define a variable 
by separating difficulties along the line of the variable, 
and b) items identify persons by separating their responses 
along the line of the variable (Wright & Linacre, 1985).
This statistic can be interpreted as a validity 
measure. In other words, how difficult was the item to 
image by the subjects? It also separates persons by their 
ability to image levels. The numerical value at which this 
statistic becomes useful is 3.00. Its usefulness for 
interpretation increases as the value increases above 3.00. 
The "Separation" statistic appears to meet the definition of 
validity (i.e., does the test measure what it is supposed to 
m e a s u r e ).
Microscale provides two types of reliability 
c o e f f i c i e n t s . "Inter-person reliability" is equivalent to 
Cronbach's Alpha for a group. It represents the consistency 
with which IRT procedures separate subjects from low to high 
ability. "Inter-item" reliability is calculated from item 
separation. It is a measure of the consistency of the items 
in identifying person abilities (Safrit, et al., 1987).
Results
Table 6 indicates the clustering of the revised MIAI
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items for the University group. Clustering of items 
indicates that these items are measuring the same attribute. 
"Warmup exercise" is the only misclassified item. The 
clustering of the items was not as precise for the High 
School group as indicated in Table 7. For the University 
group, with one exception, subject responses classify items 
for the three imagery categories in three separate clusters. 
The High School group, on the other hand, mixes the items 
together. Familiar weightlifting items are in Cluster 3 
while familiar football items are in Cluster 1. Cluster 2 
is weighted toward Visual items. High school subjects do 
not distinguish between Internal and External Kinesthetic 
items as well as the college players.
Insert Tables 6 and 7 about here
Item reliability was determined on the initial groups 
using Cronbach's Alpha. Alpha coefficients were: University 
group, .88; High School group, .84; and Combined groups, 
.89. C r o n b a c h ’s Alpha was also computed for the retest 
groups, resulting in the following reliability coefficients: 
University group, .92; High school group, .91 and 
Combined groups, .93. The Alpha coefficient is an 
appropriate statistic for multiple trial tests when interval 
data are used. In this instance, it provides an estimate of 
reliability that is equivalent to Intraclass R (Thomas & 
Nelson, 1985). C r o n b a c h 's Alpha was calculated on the total
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test-retest scores on a sample of 20 subjects from both the 
University and High School groups. For each group, R was: 
University, R = .84; High School, R=.84, and Combined,
R= .89.
The values for subject separation were below the
criterion value of 3.00. For Phase 2, Subject separation
was University. 2.06 and High School, 2.28. Item separation
was University, 3.04 and High School, 3.01. These values
indicate that, for both groups, the items did separate the 
subjects by ability levels.
IRT-based reliability statistics were calculated on the 
initial groups of Phase 2. For "Inter-person reliability" 
the results were: University, R= .81 and High School,
R= .84. For "Inter-item" reliability the results were: 
University, R= .90 and High School, R= .90. The "Inter­
person" reliability coeffcients relate closely to the CTT 
based Cronbach Alpha coefficients.
Outfit and Infit - I R T . Although there are no specific 
rules for interpreting these statistics, (Masters & Wright, 
1982), it it is suggested by Wright and Linacre (1985) that 
items or individuals with infits that exceed +2.0 or have a 
greater negative value than -2.0 should be investigated.
The same guidelines hold true for outfit. For the 
University group, no items exceeded the upper and lower 
bounds of infit or outfit limits for items. This indicates 
that all items fit the RSM model. Of the individuals in this 
group, only seven of 136 indicated misfit to the RSM based
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on their outfit or infit scores. For the High School group, 
four items in the Visual imagery category exceeded the upper 
or lower bounds of infit or outfit, indicating RSM misfit.
Of 101 individuals in this group, 16 had infit or outfit 
scores that indicated a misfit to the RSM.
Item Map and Subject A b i l i t i e s . Tables 8 and 9 provide 
item maps for the University and High School groups, 
respectively. For the University group, items from the 
three imagery categories are distributed almost evenly on 
the positive and negative sides of the item map. Difficult 
items for the High School group are primarily from the 
Visual and External Kinesthetic groups.
Insert Tables 8 and 9 about here
The differences in subject ability to image MIAI items 
are indicated by the ability logits for the University and
High School groups. Using a logit value of 1.0 as an
indicator of above average ability, a comparison of the two 
groups can be made.
The distribution of ability logits for the University  
group is toward the upper end of the ability scale. Of the 
136 subjects in this group, 71, (52%) had logits greater
than or equal to 2.0 with a range from 2.05 to 4.50; 44,
(32%) had logits between 1.0 and 2.0, range of 1.05 to 1.93;
and 21 (15%) had logits less than 1.0, range of .14 to .97. 
There were no negative logits.
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The distribution of ability logits for the High School 
group is toward the lower end of the ability scale. Of the 
101 subjects in this group, 13, (13%) had logits greater
than or equal 2.0, with a range from 2.11 to 4.50; 40, (40%)
had logits between 1.0 and 2.0, range of 1.05 to 1.99; and 
47, (47%) had logits less than 1.0, range of .21 to .94.
There were no negative logits. These results support the
the findings of CTT analysis ( 2 (2, N = 237) = 45.92, p
<.05) of significant differences between the imagery 
abilities of the two groups.
Table 10 provides a comparison of the difficulty logits 
for the difficulty logits for the Football and University 
groups for the 14 core items from Phase 1 to the difficulty
logits for these items in Phase 2. Although the sample
sizes vary, with the Phase 2 sample size being closer to IRT 
requirements, eight of the items are comparable in their 
positive or negative difficulty logits for both groups.
Using the clustering of MIAI items in Phase 2 as an 
indicator, it seems that these core items provided a good 
model for developing additional MIAI items for the revised 
M I A I .
Insert Table 10 about here
Di scuss ion
The assignment of items to a cluster indicates that the 
items of this cluster are measuring the same attribute. The
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responses of the University group indicate that these 
subjects are perceiving the items as three separate types of 
mental imagery, as was intended. In contrast, High School 
subjects do not distinguish between Internal and External 
Kinesthetic items. They appear to perceive familiar items 
from one perspective, with no distinction for either type of 
imagery. It might be concluded that this is a function of 
lack of experience in football and weightlifting activities 
and/or use of mental imagery. Overall, the University group 
indicates a mastery of mental imagery of the items on the 
MIAI, and the High School group is less proficient at mental 
i m a g e r y .
An extension of Cluster analysis is the development of 
the concept of unidimensionality which is critical in IRT 
analysis. Unidimensionality and local independence are the 
two major assumptions of IRT (Ree & Jensen, 1983). It is 
generally easier to establish the unidimensionality of 
groups of items than to determine local independence (Trabin 
f. Weiss, 1983). Although local independence cannot be 
directly demonstrated, data that support the 
unidimensionality assumption in various settings lend 
indirect support to the assumption of local independence 
(Trabin & Weiss, 1983).
Lord, (1980) recommended that unidimensionality should 
be established first. If this assumption is met, then local 
independence would also hold, because local independence is 
linked to and logically follows unidimensionality. In
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general, the University group responses resulted in 
homogenous clusters, and it appears that the items of the 
MIAI are measuring the specified three dimensions of mental 
imagery. Moreover, unidimensionality and local independence 
of MIAI items for this group can be assumed. The clustering 
of the High School group's scores indicate that Visual items 
tend to cluster together, but External and Internal 
Kinesthetic items are more closely associated with the 
activity and not the type of imagery. For this group, the 
assumption of dimensionality and local independence is not 
as c l e a r - c u t .
In assessing the validity of the MIAI, both Cluster 
analysis and the Separation statistic of IRT indicate that 
the MIAI items are indeed measuring what they are supposed 
to measure, that being the construct of mental imagery for 
both the University and High School groups. A comparison of 
Cronbach's Alpha and Inter-person reliability coefficients 
indicate agreement from both the CTT and IRT perspectives 
that the MIAI items are reliable for both subject groups.
It would seem from these results that the MIAI meets the 
criteria for being considered a valid and reliable 
instrument for measuring mental imagery capabilities.
A major advantage of IRT assumptions is that the 
question of fit or nonfit to a model can be assessed on an 
individual basis. The question of fit or nonfit of 
individuals to IRT testing models has important practical 
and theoretical implications. Fit of individuals must be
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demonstrated in order to utilize the full potential of an 
IRT model in practical use (Trabin & Weiss, 1983). In this 
study, outfit and infit values for items and subjects for 
both groups were satisfactory. Most items and subjects 
appear to fit the RSM model. These results indicate that 
most subjects were responding to the MIAI items in 
accordance with their ability level, and the items 
accurately reflected the relationship between item 
difficulty and subject ability.
General Discussion
A MIAI is desigr.ed to measure the ability of 
participants in a sport to image events or activities that 
are specific to that sport. The use of sport-specific items 
controls for the problem of interpretation of what is to be 
imaged. By developing items that require minimum reading 
skills and that relate directly to a sport, sport specific 
items can be developed that will provide a coach with a 
measure of how an athlete can visualize events or 
activities. This information can then be incorporated into 
teaching and coaching methodology. If the use of mental 
imagery is to be a part of the instructional process, a 
quantitative measure of imagery ability needs to be obtained 
on each individual so that instruction can be tailored to 
the imagery abilities of the individual.
This study utilized the two major testing theories to 
aid in the construction of a MIAI. Overall, the results were 
quite positive. CTT, with its weaker assumptions,
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facilitated establishing validity and reliability of the 
initial instrument. The improved instrument and increased 
sample size permitted the use of IRT methodology, in 
conjunction with CTT procedures, to strengthen the 
development process. The combination of the two methods 
served to enhance and verify the reliability and validity of 
the MIAI items.
Although the two testing theories can work well 
together in the development stage, in the final or analysis 
phase, IRT results provide greater specificity of 
information concerning items and individuals. IRT treats 
each separate item and the response of each individual to 
each item as a direct source of information about the 
relationship between the difficulty of the item and the 
ability of the individual to respond correctly to that item. 
Using logits, a direct comparison can be made between item 
difficulty and subject ability. An immediate decision can be 
made concerning the capabilities of an individual to answer 
or image an item correctly or with greater clarity.
The invariance property of item parameters described 
earlier makes IRT procedures particulary useful in test or 
instrument development. IRT analysis can develop and 
validate items whose characteristics are invariant across 
tests and subject populations. This invariance provides a 
basis for judging the equivalence of measurement across 
subject sub-populations, between subjects and across tests. 
IRT provides for the estimation of the standard error of
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measurement for an individual at each level of estimated 
ability. The resulting test and item information reflects 
the amount of information an item provides about a given 
ability level for an individual. This information can be 
used in lieu of CTT estimates of reliability which focus on 
total test scores an on an average group standard error of 
measurement. IRT provides a precise methodology for 
evalualting an assessment instrument and for developing 
better short instruments. IRT provides the means to tailor 
instruments for different tasks (Baker, 1985; Wood, 1987).
CTT results are not as specific or flexible. CTT must 
use information derived from total test scores to make 
decisions about items and individuals. This results in a 
loss of precision. An example of this is the necessity to 
cluster items on the original MIAI in order to gather the 
necessary statistical information. This clustering provided 
general information that was necessary at the time but at a 
loss of information about the individual items. There is no 
easy or precise method of linking subject responses directly 
to clusters or items in clusters using CTT methods. In 
addition, test and item results are valid and reliable only 
for a specific instrument or subject group. Item 
characteristics are not invariant across tests or subject 
g r o u p s .
In terms of research applications with measurement 
instruments such as the MIAI, IRT seems ideal. If, for 
instance, a training program that would incorporate mental
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imagery as a component was to be introduced to a group of 
football players, an instrument such as the MIAI could 
supply a coach with direct information concerning overall 
imagery. In addition, subject ability could be directly 
linked to specific imagery categories and items in the MIAI. 
With this information, a coach would have prior knowledge 
concerning individual imagery capabilities and could direct 
instruction accordingly, iwht remediation for one individual 
and advanced instruction for another.
The results of this investigation indicate that IRT can 
be an important part of the construction and analysis 
process of an affective behavior measurement instrument.
This process in already functional in the construction of 
cognitive tests but little has been done in the area of 
affective testing. In the construction of future 
questionnaires, attitude inventories or surveys in Physical 
Education, IRT procedures should be considered a part of the 
construction process. These types of instruments lend 
themselves to applications to sample sizes large enough to 
apply IRT methodology. In addition, established instruments 
for measuring affective behavior might be reevaluated using 
IRT techniques.
In conclusion, it would seem that IRT can provide 
analysis that can be quite useful to the researcher. The 
ability to easily identify item and individual 
characteristics and link these together provides access to 
information not provided by CTT. If a researcher is
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interested in precise information about items and 
individuals, IRT analysis can provide this information.
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Table l
Cluster Analysis Results Cor Sport Specific Items
Var iable
Cluster 1
Heavy bench press 
(R=.83) Forty yd. dash
Bench press 
Forty yd dash
Cluster 2
Weight room 
(R = .89 } Squat racks
Bench press area 
Other equipment 
Power clean 
Weight bar
Cluster 3
Vertical jump 
(R=.79) Vertical jump
Shoulder pads
Abbrevia t ions
V = Visual 
C = Cutaneous 
EK = External Kinesthetic 
IK = Internal Kinesthetic
Category
EK
EK
IK
IK
V
V
V
V 
EK
C
EK
IK
C
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Table 2
Cluster Analysis Results for Non-Sport Specific Items
Var iable Category
Cluster 1
Wet Soap C
(R = .89 Hot Shower C
Sting of cold on face C
Clasp of a hand C
Sand C
Running upstairs EK
Writing name EK
Throwing a ball EK
Kicking something EK
Swatting mosquito EK
Reaching for high shelf EK
Throwing a ball IK
Kicking something IK
Swatting mosquito IK
Reaching for high shelf IK
Cluster 2
Landscape as a whole V
(R=.80) Location of a specific o b j . V
Size/shape of obj. in landscp V
Cluster 3
Features of a person's face V 
(R=.63) Activity person engaged in V
Clothes wearing V
Pain of a sore muscle C
Heat of the sun C
Sting of a floor burn C
Abbreviations
V = Visual 
C = Cutaneous 
EK = External Kinesthetic 
IK = Internal Kinesthetic
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Table 3
Cluster Analysis Results for Sport Specific Items
Football Group
Variable Categ
Squat racks V
Other equ ipment V
Weigh t bar C
For ty yd. dash EK
Vert ical jump EK
Power clean IK
Cluster 2
Shoulder pads C
Heavy bench press IK
Forty yd. dash IK
Vertical jump IK
Cluster 3
Weightroom V
Bench press area V
Heavy bench press EK
Power clean EK
Abbr ev ia t ions
V = Vi s ua 1
C = Cu taneous
EK = Ex ternal Kinesthetic
Table 4
Item Map of Sport Specific Items 
Football Group
Log i t I tetn Va r i able Ca tegor y
-1 .07 3 Bench press area V
- . 38 1 3 Weight bar C
- .38 23 Heavy bench press EK
38 2 Squat racks V
23 1 We ight room V
- .10 33 Heavy bench press IK
- .04 38 Forty yd. dash IK
- . 04
n
35 Power clean IK
u
.18 39 Vertical jump IK
.23 16 Shoulder pads C
.23 25 Power clean EK
. 28 28 Forty yd. dash EK
.72 29 Vertical jump EK
.99 4 Other equ ipment V
Abbreviations:
V = Visual 
C = Cutaneous 
EK = External Kinesthetic 
IK = Internal Kinesthetic
Table 5
Item Map of Sport Specific Items
Classroom Group
i t I tern Va r i able Category
47 38 Forty yd. dash IK
43 13 Weight bar C
42 1 We i ght room EK
26 23 Heavy bench press EK
25 28 Forty yd. dash EK
13 29 Vertical jump EK
06 3 Bench press area V
07
n
39 Vertical jump IK
u
03 16 Shoulder pads C
07 33 Heavy bench press IK
06 4 Other equipment V
18 2 Squat racks V
81 35 Power clean IK
96 25 Power clean EK
Abbreviations
V = Vi su al
C = Cu ta neous
EK = Ex te rnal Ki nesthet ic
IK = In te rnal Ki nesthet ic
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Table 6
Cluster Analysis Results - University Group
Var iable
Cluster 1
Bench press 
Power clean 
Forty yd. dash 
Vertical jump 
Heavy squat 
Two-hand bicep curl 
Push or military press 
Putting on a helmet 
Putting on shoulder pads 
Doing situps
Cluster 2
Warmup exercises
Heavy bench press
Power clean
Forty yd. dash
Vertical jump
Heavy squat
Two-hand bicep curl
Push or military press
Putting on a helmet
Putting on shoulder pads
Doing situps
Cluster 3
Weight room 
Squat racks 
Benchpress area 
Weight bars 
Weight storage stands 
Other equipment 
The playing field 
Opponent's stance 
Movement by opponent
A b b r e v i a t i o n s :
V = Visual
EK = External Kinesthetic 
IK = Internal Kinesthetic
Category
IK
IK
IK
IK
IK
IK
IK
IK
IK
IK
V
EK
EK
EK
EK
EK
EK
EK
EK
EK
EK
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
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Table 7
Cluster Analysis Results - High School Group
Var iable
Cluster 1
Squat racks 
Warmup exercises 
The playing field 
Forty yd. dash 
Vertical jump 
Putting on a helmet 
Putting on shoulder pads 
Forty yd. dash 
Vertical jump 
Putting on a helmet 
Putting on shoulder pads
Cluster 2
We i ght room 
Bench press area 
Weight bars 
Weight storage stands 
Other equipment 
Opponent's stance 
Two-hand bicep curl 
Two-hand bicep curl 
Push or military press 
Push or military press
Cluster 3
Movement by opponent 
Heavy bench press 
Power clean 
Heavy squat 
Heavy bench press 
Power clean 
Heavy squat
Abbre viat i o n s :
V = Visual
EK = External Kinesthetic 
IK = Internal Kinesthetic
Category
V
V
V 
EK 
EK 
EK 
EK 
IK 
IK 
IK 
IK
V
V
V
V
V
V 
EK 
IK 
EK 
IK
V
EK
EK
EK
IK
IK
IK
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Table 8
Map of the University Group
Log i t I tem Var iable Categor y
-1.09 3 Bench press area V
- .64 29 Putting on shoulder pads IK
- . 60 2 Squat racks V
-. 60 8 The playing field V
49 28 Putting on a helmet IK
- . 38 30 Doing situps IK
- . 35 1 Weight room V
- .32 11 Heavy bench press EK
- . 29 18 Putting on a helmet EK
- .29 21 Heavy bench press IK
- . 22 7 Warmup exercises V
- .19 15 Heavy squat EK
- . 14 26 Two-handed bicep curl IK
- .11 19 Putting on shoulder pads EK
- . 08 4 Weight bars V
- . 08 1 3 Forty yd. dash EK
. 00 12 Power clean EK
. 09 25 Heavy squat IK
.12 27 Push or military press IK
.14 22 Power clean IK
.19 14 Vertical jump EK
. 21 20 Doing situps EK
.23 23 Forty yd. dash IK
.31 16 Two-hand bicep curl EK
.33 17 Push or military press EK
. 39 5 Weight storage stands V
1 . 00 6 Other equipment V
1 .22 10 Movement by opponent V
1. 33 9 Opponent's stance V
Abbr eviat i o n s :
V = Visual
EK - External Kinesthetic 
IK = Internal Kinesthetic
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Table 9
Map of the High School Group
Logit I tem Variable Category
- . 80 3 Bench press area V
- .76 8 The playing field V
- .64 15 Heavy squat EK
-. 59 11 Heavy bench press EK
59 21 Heavy bench press IK
- .53 25 Heavy squat IK
- . 48 2 Squat racks V
- .25 22 Power clean IK
- .25 27 Push or military press IK
- .19 1 Weight room V
- .10 23 Forty yd. dash IK
- .07 4 Weight bars V
- .05 28 Putting on a helmet IK
- .03 26 Two-hand bicep curl IK
- .01 
.00
30 Doing situps IK
.01 12 Power clean EK
.03 7 Warmup exercises V
. 08 29 Putting on shoulder pads IK
.17 17 Push or military press EK
. 28 13 Forty yd.dash EK
. 28 20 Doing situps EK
.31 16 Two-hand bicep curl EK
. 36 5 Weight storage stands V
. 36 19 Putting on shoulder pads EK
. 39 24 Vertical jump IK
.40 18 Putting on a helmet EK
.73 14 Vertical jump EK
.78 6 Other equipment V
Abbreviat i o n s :
V = Visual
EK = External Kinesthetic 
IK = Internal Kinesthetic
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Table 10
Core Item Comparison
Phase 1 Phase 2 Variable Category
Logi t Log i t
-1.09 -1.07 Bench press area V
- . 64 . 23 Putting on shoulder pads IK
- . 60 - . 38 Squat racks V
- .35 - .23 Weightroom as a whole V
- . 32 - . 38 Heavy bench press EK
- . 29 * .10 Heavy bench press IK
- .08 - . 38 Weight bars V
- .08 . 28 Forty yd. dash EK
. 00 .23 Power clean EK
.14 - . 04 Power clean IK
.19 .72 Vertical jump EK
.23 - .04 Forty yd. dash IK
.31 .18 Vertical jump IK
1 . 00 . 99 Other equipment V
Abb re viat i o n s :
V Visual
EK = External Ki nesthet ic
IK = Internal K i nesthet i c
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IRT and the Measurement of Affective Behavior 
in Physical Education 
The use of i tem response theory (I R T ) for developi ng 
and implementing solutions to measurement problems in the 
cognitive and affective behavior areas of education and 
psychology is relatively recent. The success of IRT 
methodology in these disciplines implies that similar 
success could be achieved for cognitive and affective 
applications in physical education (Spray, 1987). It is 
interesting to note, however, that most of the literature on 
IRT applications have been in traditional cognitive testing, 
such as achievement and competency based subject matter 
testing. There are very few studies that utilize IRT for 
analyzing instruments that measure attitude, questionnaires, 
surveys, self-rating instruments or other measures of 
affective behavior. This is an interesting phenomenon 
because IRT has mathematical models that are capable of 
providing accurate and detailed assessment of affective 
behavior. Perhaps the problem is that researchers perceive 
the obstacles to IRT analysis as too complex. These
problems include the sample size demands of IRT analysis and
the item scoring capabilities of IRT. These problems are
critical but not insurmountable. The primary purpose of
this discussion is to address the problems of sample size 
and partial credit scoring as they relate to the use of IRT 
m ethodology to develop and use instruments to assess 
affective behavior.
bO
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IRT Models and Sample Size 
IRT offers a unique method of obtaining data on test 
items due to the invariance property of the item parameters. 
This invariance property rests on the two major theoretical 
assumptions of latent trait theory: (a) unidimensionality
and (b) local independence.
Unidimensionality means that only a single ability is 
being measured and is assumed to be the property of an item 
pool or test. Local independence means that e x a m i n e e s ’ 
responses to an item are independent of their responses to 
another item. This means that an item response is a 
function of ability and not other factor (Ree & Jensen,
1983) .
There are several commonly used item response models.
It is not the purpose of this discussion to examine all of 
them. This discussion will be primarily concerned with the 
One-, Two,- and Three parameter logistic models. By 
definition, parameter a the item discrimination 
parameter; parameter b is the item difficulty parameter 
and parameter c is the pseudo-chance level parameter. All 
models assume the principles of unidimensionality and local 
independence. These models use some or all of the three 
parameters to calculate item difficulty and subject ability 
(Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985).
The question of which of the three IRT logistic models 
to use in a particular situation is complex. A major factor
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in model selection is how realistic are the assumptions of 
the models in relation to a specific application. For 
instance, the one- and two-parameter models assume that 
there is no guessing. the three-parameter model can 
accommodate guessing, which must be considered a possibility 
on multiple-choice and true-false items. In this regard the 
three-parameter model is superior over the two other models. 
Similarly, a basic assumption of the one-parameter model is 
that all test items are equally d i s c r i m i n a t i n g . The two- 
and three- parameter models accommodate differences in 
discrimination among items. Hence, it may appear that the 
three-parameter model should be used with multiple-choice 
and true-false tests.
The ability to accommodate guessing and/or varying item 
discrimination is not, however, the sole criterion for 
choosing a model. First, it must be considered that 
guessing is negligible on some multiple-choice and true- 
false tests and that variation in item discrimination may be 
negligible on any type of test. Therefore, in cases where 
guessing is negligible, the two-parameter model will be 
entirely adequate for the data. If variation in item 
discrimination is negligible, the one-parameter model will 
be adequate. These are important considerations since the 
use of an unnecessarily complex model could result in 
less-accurate applications than use of the simpler model.
An unnecessarily complex model requires estimation of 
parameters that need not be estimated. Moreover, model
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choice depends on the extent to which an application to a 
simple model is robust to violations of its assumptions.
For instance, the one-parameter logistic model assumes that 
there is no guessing, that all items discriminate equally, 
that items are unidimensional, and that the item 
characteristic curve (ICC) is a cumulative logistic curve. 
Despite the number of assumptions involved, the model can 
still yield aecu rate results even when one or more of its 
assumptions are violated. The issue of robustness to 
violations arises because estimation of the more complex 
models is sometimes impractical. For instance, the rough 
rule-of-thumb for the minimum sample size recommended for 
the LoGIST three-parameter model computer analysis program 
is 1,000 examinees while the minimum sample size for the 
one-parameter model computer analysis program BICAL is 200 
examinees. Thus BICAL is more practical. In many cases the 
application of a simple model to a set of data may be 
justified from a practical standpoint if the application is 
known to be robust to violations of the simple model 
assumpt i o n s .
Prior to the use on an IRT model, goodness-of-fit of 
the model to the data should be examined. Traub and Wolfe
(1981) determined that no one statistical test can determine 
g o o d n e s s - o f - f i t . Rather, a series of tests to explore model 
and data misfit should be conducted. Traub and Wolfe (1981) 
and Hambleton and Cook (1983) give details on this 
methodology (Crocker & Algina, 1983).
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Certainly the size of the sample is a primary 
consideration in the selection of an IRT model (R e e , 1979,
1981). If a large sample is available, the fit of a one-, 
two- or three-parameter model may be examined. If, however, 
fewer than 200 examinees are available, restrictions imposed 
by the accuracy of parameter estimation may dictate a 
one-parameter model (Lord, 1983). Furthermore, the 
inaccuracy of discrimination and chance-level parameter 
estimation make the two-parameter or three-parameter models 
impractical. The model must be chosen to fit the sample 
size (Hambleton & S w a m i n a t h a n , 1985).
Sample size and the one-pa ramet er log i s t i c m o d e 1
The simplest of the models of IRT--the one-parameter 
logistic (Rasch, 1950, 1966, 1980)--is probably the most 
widely used. IRT has produced more flexible models, but the 
complexity of the parameter estimation problem for these 
models has left practical application primarily to the 
one-parameter logistic model. The one-parameter model can 
provide an excellent fit for test data if the majority of 
its assumptions are met. In such cases, the simplicity of 
the model gives analysis great elegance. The one-parameter 
logistic is the only IRT model which seems promising for 
test situations with small sample sizes (Lord, 1980, 1983;
Thissen, 1982). The one-parameter model has been developed 
and applied to testing problems by Wright and his associates 
(Wright, 1977; Wright s> Stone, 1979 ). In this model, the 
probability of a correct response is a function of an
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examinee's ability, 0^  (theta), and a single item parameter, 
difficulty, b .
Rasch's one-parameter logistic model is a special case 
of Birnbaum's three-parameter logistic model, in which (1) 
all items are assumed to have equal discriminating power and 
(2) guessing is assumed to be minimal. The assumption that 
all item discrimination parameters are equal is restrictive. 
Substantial evidence is available to suggest that unless 
test items are specifically chosen to have this 
characteristic, the assumption will be violated (Birnbaum, 
1968; Hambleton & Traub, 1973; Lord, 1968). One possibility 
is that the Rasch model may be robust with respect to 
departures from model assumptions normally observed in 
actual test data (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985).
Another viewpoint is philosophical. it holds that the 
Rasch model is the very definition of measurement (Mead, 
1980). In order to measure a variable with "specific 
objectivity", certain conditions must be present and the 
family of models proposed by Rasch is the only one that 
meets these conditions (Mead, 1980). The conditions or 
assumptions of the Rasch model are:
(1) A more able person always has a better chance of 
success on an item than does a less able person. (2) Any 
per son has a bet ter chance of success on an easy i tem than 
on a difficult item. (3) These conditions can only be the 
consequence of the person's and the item's position on the 
trait, and so they must hold regardless of race, sex, or
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other characteristic of the person being measured (Wright, 
Mead & Draba, 1976)*
These conditions lead to other simplifying functions of 
the one-parameter model as mentioned earlier: (1) there is
no guessing on the test; (2) all items are equally 
discriminating and (3) only tests that are homogeneous or 
unidimensional can be considered. A math test requiring 
reading skills is an example of a test that is not 
homogeneous (Ironson, 1982).
While the one-parameter or Rasch logistic model is a 
special case of the two-and three-parameter logistic test 
models, the model does have some special properties that 
make it particularly attractive to users. For one, because 
the model involves fewer item parameters, it is easier to 
work with. Second, the problems with parameter estimation 
are considerably fewer in number than for the more general 
models (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985). A distinct 
advantage of the one-parameter model is its ability to 
identify item bias and difficulty level with a small sample 
of examinees. Lord (1980) suggests that a sample size of 
200 will justify the use of the one-parameter model to 
estimate item bias. Ree and Jensen (1983) determined that 
samples of 250 were sufficient to estimate difficulty 
parameters. In another study, Lord (1983) determined that 
when the number of cases for estimating item parameters is 
less than 100 or 200, the one-parameter estimator is 
slightly superior to the two-parameter model. Wright (1977)
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states that a minimum sample size of 100 is sufficient for 
determining bias if the group in question is not too 
d i ve r s e .
Sample size and the two-parameter logistic model
Birnbaum (1968) proposed an item response model in 
which the item characteristic curves take the form of 
two-parameter logistic distribution functions. The two 
parameters obtained by this model are, a , item 
discrimination and b , item difficulty. This model has the 
implicit assumption that guessing does not occur. This is 
necessary since for all item with a > 0 (items for which 
there is a positive relationship between performance on the 
test item and the ability measured by the test) the 
probability of a correct response to the item decreases to 
zero as ability decreases (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985).
Ree and Jensen (1983) determined that the least 
deviation of estimated a from its known value occurs with 
an equating sample size of 2000 and a calibration sample 
size of 500. Sample sizes smaller than this do not minimize 
error in estimating a to the fullest extent.
In the same study, Ree and Jensen (1983) determined  
that the b parameter is best estimated with calibration 
and equating samples of 2000 each, although a calibration 
size of 1000 with an equating sample size of 500 can be 
tolerated without an appreciable increase in error. They 
concluded that a stable and accurate estimate of the a 
and b parameters requires large numbers of subjects over a
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wide range of ability, and that it is necessary to 
administer test items, whether calibrated or equated, to the 
largest samples available.
Sample size and the three-parameter logistic model
A problem may arise in applying the one- and two- 
parameter logistic models to data obtained from multiple- 
choice or true-false items because these formats permit 
correct responses by guessing. The problem is that for the 
one- and two-parameter models, the value of Pg (0J (the 
proportion of examinees with latent trait ability 0 who 
answer item ^  correctly) tends to approach zero as 0^  gets 
smaller. It might be suspected, however, that even for 
examinees with very low abilities, the proportion responding 
correctly will be greater than zero because these examinees 
can guess the correct answer. To allow for this 
possibility, the three-parameter model (Birnbaum, 1968) is 
appropriate (Crocker & Algina, 1986).
The three-parameter logistic model can be obtained from 
the two-parameter model by adding a third parameter c , 
which is commonly referred to as the pseudo-chance level or 
psuedo-guessing parameter. The parameter c , represents 
the probability of examinees with low ability correctly 
answering an item by guessing (Hambleton & Swaminathan,
1985).
The three-parameter model is sometimes regarded as the 
standard of comparison for other methods because of its 
invariance property of the estimated parameters. Invariance
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means that the shape of the ICC is not dependent on the 
particular distribution of ability in the sample. The 
probability of success of examinees at a given level of 0^  
is independent of how many examinees are at any other level 
of 0^ Invariance does not mean that the same numerical 
value will always be obtained for a specific item's 
parameters, regardless of the sample. It is recognized that 
different groups of examinees will likely produce different 
scale values for the parameters. The invariance concept, 
however, specifies that this relationship will be linear.
In traditional item analysis, changes in the sample yield 
unpredictable differences in the item statistic. The 
importance of the invariance concept is that parameter 
estimates on different scales can be placed easily on the 
same scale using a linear transformation, if they are 
estimated accurately and the model holds. It cannot be 
assumed that parameters can be estimated accurately 
regardless of the sample. For instance, there may be 
insufficient data in the ability region which is most 
critical for estimating item parameters.
Assumptions of the three-parameter model are:
1. The normal logistic model adequately represents the
d a t a .
2. The test is unidimensional (Ironson, 1982),
A well-known program for maximum likelihood estimation 
of the three-parameter model is LOGIST (Wood, Wingersky, & 
Lord, 1976). LOGIST simultaneously estimates the item
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parameters for all items and the latent trait scores for all 
examinees. This type of procedure is referred to as a 
"joint maximum likelihood procedure". When used with the 
three parameter logistic, this procedure has several 
drawbacks. First, a substantial number of examinees may be 
required for accurate estimation. Hulin, Lissak, and Dragow
(1982) reported that accuracy of recovering three-parameter 
ICCs for 30 and 60 item tests improves significantly in 
moving from 200 to 500 to 1000 examinees. There is not 
significant improvement beyond 1000 examinees. The authors 
further suggest that even larger sample sizes are needed if 
accurate estimation of is required. Other investigators
(Lord, 1968; Ree & Jensen, 1980; Swaminathan & Gifford,
1980) have also concluded that large sample sizes are needed 
to estimate item parameters (Crocker & Algina, 1986). 
Applications of IRT in relation to sample size
A two-study investigation by Hambleton and Cook (1983) 
summarizes the concepts of robustness, sample size and 
precision of ability estimates of item response models.
The purpose of their first study was to systematically 
examine the goodness-of-fit of the one-, two-, and three- 
parameter models. Artificial or simulated c o m p u t e r ­
generated data representing departures of varying degrees 
from the assumptions of the three-parameter logistic test 
model were generated and the goodness-of-fit of the three 
test models was determined. Four variables were studied:
(1) the variation in item discrimination parameters; (2)
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the average value of the pseudochance-level parameters; (3) 
the test length; and (4) the shape of the ability 
distribution. The simulation of item response data was 
accomplished using the three-parameter logistic model.
LOGIST was used to obtain three-parameter model estimates of 
ab i1 i t y .
It was determined by the investigators that a sample 
size of 500 was sufficient to produce stable goodness-of-fi t 
r e s u l t s .
Examinees were ranked on ability estimates obtained 
from each model (for each set of test data). These rankings 
were then compared to examinee "true" abilities using 
Spearman rank-difference correlations and the average 
discrepancy in ranks. These statistics provide a comparison 
of the degree to which a set of ability scores derived from 
a logistic model matches the true ranking of examinees.
Results of this study indicated that, with 20-item 
tests, the three-parameter model was much more effective at 
ranking examinees correctly in the lower half of the ability 
distribution than the one-parameter model. The difference 
in effectiveness in ordering was reduced by half when the 
test length was doubled to 40 items. These findings 
coincide with those of Gulliksen (1950). For examinees in 
the upper half of the ability distribution, the one- 
parameter or number-correct score was about as effective in 
correct ranking as the more complex scoring weights used in 
the two- and three parameter models.
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In their second study the effect of examinee sample 
size and test length on the standard errors of ability 
estimation (SEE) curves were investigated.
The data for this study were simulated as follows:
1. An item pool with a wide range of difficulty and 
discrimination values was generated.
2. Three test length (10, 20, or 80 items) and three 
sample sizes (50, 200, and 1000 examinees) were selected. 
Examinee ability scores were drawn from a normal 
distribution (mean=0, SD=1).
3. DATAGEN computer software (Hambleton & Rovinelli, 
1973) using the three-parameter logistic model, incorporates 
ability scores and item parameters in generating 
probabilities of correct responses to the test items.
4. A total of 54 sets of simulated data were 
g e n e r a t e d .
The authors concluded the following:
1. Test length and sample size are critical factors in
the precision of SEE curves.
2. At the extremes of an ability continuum, precision 
of SEE curves is very poor, even with large sample sizes.
3. The precision of SEE curves will be acceptable in 
most instances if the curves are based on a sample size of 
200 or more and test lengths of 20 or more items.
4. An increase in sample size from 50 to 200 produces
sizable improvements in SEE curve precision. Gains in SEE 
precision are modest, however, if the sample size is
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increased from 200 to 1000.
5. For test length, precision increase was substantial 
between 10 and 20 item tests but was less substantial 
between 20 and 80 item tests.
This study indicates that if items in a pool have 
typical statistical char a c t e r i s t i c s , the stability of SEE 
curves across readministrations of the test to similar 
groups of examinees will be quite acceptable if the test 
includes at least 20 items and if 200 or more examinees are 
used in deriving the item statistics (Hambleton & Cook,
1983 ) .
Conclusions and recommendations 
There are many factors which must be considered when 
selecting an item response model to estimate item 
parameters. The main body of this review has been devoted 
to the one-, two-, and three-parameter logistic models and 
their advantages and disadvantages. The literature 
indicates that the one-and three-parameter logistic models 
are the most popular models currently being used for 
parameter estimation. Several conclusions are warranted:
1. The ability of the one-parameter model to generate 
accurate item difficulty parameters with small sample sizes 
and the ease of computation of the one-parameter (or Rasch 
model) makes this model particularly useful to the applied 
researcher. Until recently, calculation of this parameter 
was done by hand, with mainframe computer programs such as 
BICAL (Wright, Mead, & Bell, 1979), or custom microcomputer
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software. The rapid improvement in the power of 
microcomputer hardware and software has led to the 
development of one-parameter logistic model analysis 
programs such as Microscale (Wright & Linacre, 1985). The 
sophistication of this software allows the researcher in the 
field to perform detailed analysis of data using the Rasch 
or one-parameter model. Microscale builds a scale on which 
the measurement of individual items and subjects are 
independent of other items and subjects being measured.
This software supplies the statistical techniques necessary 
for constructing better measures and the graphic output 
necessary to interpret and present the results of analysis. 
For measurement of affective behavior. Microscale provides 
the option of dichotomous scoring or Rating Scale Model 
(RSM) scoring. The latter allows for the assignment of 
different values for the degrees of agreement or 
disagreement or levels of ability being measured. RSM 
scoring provides the capability for gathering data on 
varying degrees or levels of information (Wright & Linacre, 
1985).
2. In many applied situations, a researcher does not 
have access to a sample large enough to apply two-or three 
dimensional logistic models. Large sample sizes, however, 
may not be necessary to obtain the information desired. 
Frequently, the concept of "specific objectivity" presented 
earlier can be applied. This utilitarian c o n c e p t , that 
ability 9 , will determine success or non-success on an
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item, can be of value to a researcher. It allows research 
to be directed specifically toward item difficulty and 
incorporates the IRT assumption of local independence of 
item response (i.e., response is a function of ability). A 
unidimensional instrument consisting of items directed 
specifically toward varying levels of difficulty can be 
developed and calibrated using one-parameter methods.
Another application of this model is in the area of 
perception or attitude items. Valid and reliable results 
can be obtained from a small sample if the assumptions of 
the one-parameter model are met, especially if attention is 
given to the relationship between the number of items and 
sample size. Even if some assumptions are violated, the 
model appears robust enough to yield significant results on 
item bias and difficulty level with samples of approximately 
200 examinees. This is important to the researcher with a 
limited sample or limited resources. As long as the 
limitations of the one-parameter model are recognized, such 
as lack of sensitivity toward the lower half of the ability 
distribution {Holmes, 1982) and attention is given to the 
assumptions of the model, it appears that the researcher can 
successfully use this model for determining item difficulty 
and subject abilities in affective behavior measurement 
i n s t r u m e n t s .
Wood (1987) express three basic concern about the use 
of IRT in developing cognitive and affective tests in 
physical education: the complex nature of IRT, the
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availability of large sample sizes to estimate item 
parameters and the computer support required for IRT 
a n a l y s i s .
In response to these concerns are: 1) the robust
nature of the one-parameter model; 2) the findings of 
Wright (1977) and Lord (1983) concerning the acceptability 
of small sample sized for use with this model and 3) the 
availability of Microscale for analysis of dichotomous and 
interval data using the Rasch model. These factors argue 
that IRT has practical application in physical education 
measurement of physical education.
3. Classical item analysis can be used to assist in 
the development of items that will meet the assumptions of 
the Rasch model. An example of this possibility is PROC 
ITEM, an unsupported procedure of SAS institute (Smith,
1981). This procedure provides summary statistics such as 
m e a n , standard deviation, range, standard error of 
measurement and internal consistency indices. In addition, 
it provides item by item analysis of the percent of upper 
and lower thirds of students responding correctly to each 
item as well as percent information on other distractors to 
this item. It allows the researcher to revise items 
a ccordingly prior to putting them into an item pool for 
calibration. Most parameters in classical item analysis can 
be estimated with relative stability with samples of 200 
examinees. Another rule-of-thumb is 5 to 10 times as many 
subjects as items. At a minimum then, parameters for a 20
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item test could be estimated with 100 subjects (Crocker & 
Algina, 1986). In addition to the item distractor response 
and difficulty and discrimination information they provide, 
classical item analysis also provides for specific 
difficulty and discrimination indices for which specific 
guidelines exist. Item selection in classical item analysis 
is based on these statistics. A problem with classical item 
analysis statistics is that they do not provide information 
about how examinees at different levels on a particular 
trait have performed on that item (Crocker & Algina, 1986). 
It is at this point that IRT is of great value. There seems 
to be a logical relationship between classical item analysis 
and the Rasch model in determining item parameters. Small 
sample sizes can be used to accumulate necessary 
information. Ryan and Hamm (1976) conducted research on 
classroom test reliability and the Rasch model. It is 
pertinent here because it show differences in IRT and 
classical test theory (C T T ). Using a sample size of 200, 
the researchers shortened original tests by deleting items 
which did not meet the Rasch model criteria of 
unidimensionality. This process created greater reliability 
from shorter tests, thus contradicting the classical test 
theorem that increasing test length increases test 
reliability. The misfitting items would not have been 
deleted in a classic item analysis because misfit would not 
have been detected. This procedure can be applied to 
develop affective behavior assessment instruments.
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4. It would appear that the two-and three-parameter 
models are of limited use in applied research. The programs 
to generate parameter information are mainframe oriented and 
expensive to run. In the Hambleton and Cook studies (1983) 
the computer runs were so expensive that the researchers had 
to curtail some of their proposed activities.
Another problem with the two-and three-parameter models 
is the necessity for large samples of simulated or actual 
subjects to generate meaningful information. This type of 
research is limited to those individual with access to 
powerful software/hardware configurations. The applied 
researcher in the field will not have the facilities or 
samples to run the more complex item response model 
p r o g r a m s .
It is also important to consider whether guessing or 
discrimination parameters are critical components in the 
analysis of a particular sample or set of items. If it is 
determined that item discrimination and guessing will not 
affect results, it is not necessary to account for these 
factors in the items response model. In fact, as stated 
earlier, use of an unnecessarily complex model could result 
in less-accurate estimates and less-adequate applications 
than if a simpler but adequate model were used.
It is evident that the IRT model used is specific to 
the sample and the data being examined. As parameter 
estimates are added to the model equations, the estimation 
process becomes increasingly complex and requires
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increasingly larger sample sizes. There is sufficient 
research evidence indicating the adequacy of the simplest 
(Rasch) model for producing reliable and valid results. For 
this reason, given the problems inherent in using the more 
complex IRT models, one should first examine the possibility 
of using the simplest model, especially if the main purpose 
of the research is to estimate ability, 0^  (Hulin, et a l .,
1982). The researcher can edit the data to fit the one- 
parameter model if ability estimation is the critical theme 
of the research.
Partial Credit Scoring Procedures 
In conventional scoring of objective tests, the test 
score is defined as the sum of the item scores. For 
dichotomously scored tests, item scores are 0 or 1. When 
there is concern that differential rates of guessing have 
affected scores, formula scoring may be used. There are two 
basic formula-scoring procedures in conventional scoring,
(1) the random-guessing model, and (2) rights minus wrongs 
correction. Both assume that an examinee must guess among 
the k choices of an item at random. Although there is a 
theoretical rationale for formula scoring, empirical studies 
have not supported the contention that substantial increases 
in test score reliability or validity result (Crocker & 
Algina, 1986) .
A scoring procedure that has received considerable 
attention concerns the awarding of credit for partial
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knowledge. Test developers believe that it should be 
possible to construct alternatives for multiple-choice test 
items that differ in their degree of correctness. An 
examinee's test score could then be based on the degree of 
correctness of their alternative selections, instead of 
simply the number of correct answers (possibly corrected for 
guessing). With a few exceptions, however, the results of 
differential weighting of response alternatives have been 
disappointing. Past research makes it clear that no 
consistent effect on the reliability and validity of derived 
test scores, despite the intuitive beliefs of test 
developers and researchers. Using a correlation to study 
the merits of new scoring systems has limitations in that 
these coefficients do not reveal improvements in the 
estimation of ability at different points on the ability 
scale. Precision of measurement for different ability 
levels is essential. It is reasonable to believe that the 
greatest gains in precision of measurements with a scoring 
system that incorporates scoring weights for response 
alternatives will occur with low-ability examinees. THe 
fewer errors by high ability examinees reduces the efficacy 
of using differentially weighted incorrect response 
alternatives. The problem with using a group statistic such 
as the correlation coefficient to reflect improvements in a 
new scoring system is that any gains at the low end of the 
ability scale will be canceled by the reduced gain- 
information at other points on the ability scale. One was
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of evaluating a test scoring method is in terms of the 
precision with which it estimates an examinee's ability. The 
more precise the estimation, the greater the information the 
test scor ing method p r o v i d e s . IRT provides the test 
information and item information functions to deal with this 
problem (Hambleton & Cook, 1977).
Convent ional scor ing
In conventional scoring, the test score is the sum of 
the item scores for a given examinee. The examinee is 
awarded one point for the correct item response and zero for 
any other response. Although this type of scoring is 
straightforward, it may pose problems when used with 
multiple-choice or true-false items.
Certainly examinees vary in their willingness to omit 
items for which they do not know the correct answers. This 
can cause variance in observed scores is unrelated to the 
examinees' variation ion the trait of interest. In response 
to this problem, alternatives to conventional scoring have 
been considered.
Formula scoring
The random-guessing formula scoring model assumes that 
all guesses at omitted items are made at random. it 
computes corrected scores by summing the right and omitted 
items and dividing by the number of alternatives per item.
The rights minus wrong correction method subtracts 
wrong from right answer and divides by the number of 
alternatives per item minus 1. This is, in effect, a
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"penalty for guessing" procedure.
Formula scoring proponents have argued that this method 
should increase reliability and validity because the 
corrected scores should be a better estimate of an 
examinees' score on the underlying trait measured by the 
test than the uncorrected observed score. The theoretical 
rationale for this contention has been explained by various 
authors, most notably Lord (1975). Since the observed and 
corrected score are considered unbiased estimators of the 
same parameter (i.e., the examinee's true score), the 
estimator with the least sampling variance is preferred. In 
theory, the corrected score should be a better estimator of 
an examinees' ability than the observed score. Empirical 
research does not lend strong support to this contention.
Crocker and Algina (1986) provide a review of the 
empirical research on formula scoring. It is concluded 
that, due to the somewhat questionable gains in reliability 
and validity, the time and effort required and the potential 
for negative public relations which may result from use of 
the "penalty for guessing" routine of formula scoring cannot 
be justified.
H u 1ticateqory scoring models
The one-, two- and three parameter logistic IRT models can 
be applied only to test items that are scored d i c h o t o m o u s l y . 
There are, however, four IRT unidimensional models used for 
multicategory scoring: (1) nominal response; (2) graded
response; (3) partial credit model; and (4) continuous
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r e s p o n s e .
Nominal response m o d e l . The nominal response model, 
introduced by Bock (1972) and Samejima (1972), can be 
applied when items are m u 1tichotomous1y scored. The purpose 
of the model is to max imize the precision of ability 
estimates by linking the information contained in each 
response to an item or point on a rating scale. This 
m u 1tichotomously-scored response model represents a 
different approach in the search for differential scoring 
weights that improve the reliability and validity of test 
scores. Each item option is described by an "item option 
characteristic curve". Even the "omit" response can be 
represented by a curve. For the correct response, the curve 
should be monotonically increasing as a function of ability. 
For incorrect options, the shapes of the curves depend on 
how the options are answered by examinees of different 
ability levels (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985).
Thissen (1976) applied the nominal response model to a 
set of data from R a v e n ’s Progressive Matrices Test, which is 
a test where the options to each item can be logically 
ordered according to degree of correctness. The nominal 
response model produced significant improvements in the 
precision of ability estimation in the lower half of the 
ability range. Bock (1972) carried out an information 
analysis in order to compare the precision of estimating 
ability using multiple category scoring of items under the 
proposed model and also using binary scoring under the
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conventional logistic model. Application of both models to 
a large sample of data for 20 vocabulary items showed 
excellent fit of the models according to a chi square 
criterion. For subjects below median ability, multiple 
scoring results in an increase in precision that was 
comparable to doubling the test length. For subjects above 
median ability, the two methods of scoring are approximately 
equal in precision. Estimates of test reliability derived 
from the average measurement error show a modest gain in 
reliability due to multiple category scoring.
Graded response m o d e l . This model, developed by Samejima 
(1969), provides for the testing situation in which item 
responses are contained in two or more ordered categories. 
For instance, with items like those on the R a v e n ’s 
Progressive Matrices Test, a researcher may desire to score 
examinees on the basis of correctness (correct, partially 
correct or correct). Samejima (1969) considered both the 
two-parameter logistic and two-parameter normal ogive 
m o d e l s .
In a more recent study. Masters and Wright (1982) 
analyzed the fit of data to a measurement model for graded 
responses. The model is an extension of R a s c h 's dichotomous 
model to formats which provide more than two levels of 
response to items. The model contains a parameter for each 
person and a parameter for each level of response in an 
item. A d i c h o t o m o u s 1y scored item provides only one step 
from fail to pass so only a single item parameter can be
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estimated. An item with three ordered performance levels 
(0, 1, 2), provides two steps. For this item two parameters 
are estimated. The first concerns the model probability of 
scoring 1 as opposed to 0, and the second governs the 
probability of scoring 2 or opposed to 1. Masters and 
Wright examined the effects of individual differences in 
response style and variations in the fit of items. The 
procedure for estimating these parameters was unconditional 
m a ximum likelihood.
Partial Credit m o d e l . Masters (1982) extended this 
investigation of the Rasch model for partial credit scoring 
of test items further. He continued the examination of an 
u n c o n d i t i o n a 1 maximum likelihood procedure for estimating 
the model parameter described earlier. His Partial Credit 
model provides for the separability of the parameters into 
statistics for person ability and step difficulty. For 
person ability, the statistic is the count of the total 
number of steps the person completes. For step 
difficulties, the statistics are counts of the number of 
persons completing each step. The separability of the model 
parameters permits person abilities to be removed from the 
estimation equations for the items entirely, thereby making 
sample-free estimates of step difficulty. The 
'separability' characteristic is the crucial difference 
between the Partial Credit model and Samejima's (1969)
Graded Response model. Masters (1984) extended the concepts 
of his Partial Credit model to develop a latent trait
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approach to constructing an item bank when responses are 
scored in several ordered categories.
Continuous Response m o d e l . This model is considered a 
limiting case of the Graded Response model. It was 
introduced by Samejima (1973) to deal with the situation 
where examinee item responses are marked on a continuous 
s c a l e . This model might be useful to soc ial psycholog i st s 
and other researchers interested in studying attitudes 
(Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985).
Answer-unt i1-cor rect
In the a n swer-unti1-correct process of m u 1tipie-choice 
testing, examinees are directed to continue choosing among 
the alternatives to each item until they find the correct 
response. There is no common procedure for converting the 
resulting pattern of responses into a measure because of two 
conflicting models of item response behavior. The first 
assumes that partial knowledge allows the subject to 
eliminate some distractors immediately and then assumes 
generally random guessing among the remainder. The second 
model proposes that the first error by the subject is a 
result of misinformation, but that random guessing is in 
effect after that. Choppin (1983) considers three latent 
trait measurement models from these two viewpoints. Each 
model is an extension of the Rasch one-parameter logistic 
model. The first, which is relevant to the partial 
knowledge viewpoint, is based on a count of the error 
choices before the correct response. The second calibrates
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step difficulty in each item. The third calibrates the 
difficulty of each distractor. The second model appears to 
provide the best process for distinguishing between the 
partial knowledge and misinformation approaches.
Conclus ions
There have been numerous attempts to formulate a 
procedure for extracting information from incorrect 
responses to multiple-choice items, i.e., the assessment of 
partial knowledge. The results of these attempts have been 
inconsistent. Smith (1982) hypothesized that these 
inconsistencies emanate from three methodological problems: 
the difficulty of the test, the use of omits in scoring and 
the fit of the items to the scoring model. He reviewed the 
impact of the three problems on the assessment of partial 
knowledge and proposed a model which would lessen their 
impact on the evaluation of any partial scoring knowledge 
m o d e l .
There are procedures proposed for scoring tests that 
are based on the assumption that examinees have varying 
degrees of partial knowledge about a test item. These 
procedures include an answe r - u n t i 1-correct method and use of 
rational or empirically derived option weights. These 
procedures are based on the assumption that various choices 
to a multiple-choice item may differ in their degrees of 
correctness, and that examinees who choose different options 
thus have differing amounts of partial knowledge about the 
content. Thus far these methods have resulted in
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insignificant increases in test score reliability and 
sometimes even decreased test score validity (Crocker &
Alg i n a , 1986).
Even though it is intuitively possible from an 
educational measurement or psychometric perspective, there 
is little evidence that partial credit or partial knowledge 
is presently a dynamic part of measurement activities.
There appear to be a number of reasons for this situation:
1. The equations for nominal, graded and continuous 
response IRT models are very complex. The complexity 
escalates for an item with three performance levels (Masters 
& Wright, 1982). The problem becomes more compounded when 
extended to four or five performance levels.
2. From the studies cited, it can be ascertained that 
the focus of many of the presentations is the development of 
complex mathematical models for partial credit scoring. In
others, there is a study of the model, (Bock, 1972;
Thissen, 1976), presenting the capabilities of the model but 
with no further validation studies. It is possible that the 
findings did not encourage researchers to apply further 
effort to this area.
3. Another limiting factor is the lack of continued 
a pplication of the models to actual or simulated data.
Masters and Wright (Masters, 1982; Masters s. Wright, 1982)
appear to be the only researchers who have made an effort to 
follow theory with practical application.
4. In reviewing the literature for the 1977-1987
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period, there were only 25 studies in the educational 
measurement and psychometric periodical literature that were 
specifically concerned with partial credit or partial 
knowledge scoring. This can be compared to the countless 
articles on other aspects of measurement theory. In 
addition, a review of the periodical literature and edited 
or monographic documents in educational measurement or 
psychometrics for the period 1985 to present yields no 
additional information on partial credit or partial 
knowledge scoring. Interest in this topic appears to have 
been limited to a few researchers. Perhaps the complexity 
of the problem has deterred further theoretical or applied 
r e s e a r c h .
Regarding psychomotor testing in physical education. 
Spray (1987) suggested the use of the Continuous Response 
and Graded Response models. Disch (1987), however, 
presented convincing arguments against these procedures.
This does not mean there is not a niche for partial credit 
scoring in physical education testing.
Although the wide use of multiple-choice questions and 
the computerized scoring of answer sheets have made 
dichotomous scoring the predominant format for recording 
performances on test items, specific applications can arise 
in which it is useful to define more than two levels of 
performance on each test item. In this way, partial credit 
is awarded to the examinee for evidence that the examinee 
has understood the problem, has adopted an appropriate
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solution strategy, and has solved the problem but for minor 
calculation or judgement errors (Masters, 1984).
One of the areas mentioned in the literature where 
application of partial credit scoring is useful is that of 
attitude studies. Hambleton and Swaminathan (1985) single 
out the Continuous Response model (Samejima, 1972) and the 
Partial Credit model (Masters, 1982) for this purpose.
These models could also be applied to measurement 
instruments that are intended to gather information on 
student ability and self-ratings.
Masters (1982) Partial Credit model seems best suited 
for the measurement of affective behavior. His model 
separates the parameters into statistics for person ability 
and step difficulty. Microscale provides statistics to step 
difficulties. The step difficulty values are in " l o g i t s ” so 
there is direct comparison to item difficulty and subject 
ability. Step difficulty values can be used in conjunction  
with item logits to calculate item threshold information. 
Threshold parameters are calculated by adding the item logit 
to the appropriate category logit. Using threshold graphs, 
a subject's probable category response for high negative, 
high positive and median items can be determined.
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Date  re . j r u a ry  2 ,^ W5a
* TO BE RETAINED BV THE INVESTIGATOR:
EXPERIMENT SIGN-UP FORM
My s i g n a t u r e ,  on t l v s  s h e e t ,  by whi ch  I v o l u n t e e r  t o  p a r t i c i p a t e  in t h e
e x p e r i m e n t  on a s s e i ^ r r ,  of w n t a i  n a g j r y . ________________________________________
c o n d u c t e d  by
Jo i n ; e w , . J r .
E x p e r i m e n t e r
i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  I u n d e r s t a n d  t h a t  a l l  s u b j e c t s  i n  t h e  p r o j e c t  a r e  v o l u n t e e r s ,  
t h a t  I can w i t h d r a w  a t  any t ime  from t h e  e x p e r i m e n t ,  t h a t  I have been o r  wi l l  
be  Informed a s  t o  t h e  n a t u r e  o f  t h e  e x p e r i m e n t ,  t h a t  t h e  d a t a  I p r o v i d e  w i l l  
be anonymous and ny i d e n t i t y  w i l l  n o t  be r e v e a l e d  w i t h o u t  my p e r m i s s i o n ,  and 
t h a t  my p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  t h i s  e x p e r i m e n t  nay be us ed  f o r  a d d i t i o n a l  approve d  
p r o j e c t s .  F i n a l l y ,  I s h a l l  be g i v e n  an o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  a s k  q u e s t i o n s  p r i o r  to  
t h e  s t a r t  o f  t h e  e x p e r i m e n t  and a f t e r  my p a r t i c i p a t i o n  i s  c o m p l e t e .
Subject 's  signature
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MENTAL IMAGERY ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT
INSTRUCTIONS
Compere your u n t i l  l u q t  or u n t i l  picture of each item in thie 
Initruatnt to the following descriptions:
1. Perfectly clear and real as the actual experience
2. Fairly clear and real
3. Recognisable, but not clear or real
4. Vague or dim
PLEASE ANSWER ALL THE ITEMS IN EACH ITEM CROUP. Circle the number under 
the column title that best describes the image in your mind of an item.
DO NOT HURRY. Answer each item independently of your answers to other items.
ITEM GROUP II
Think of the weightroom as you enter it. Consider the mental image you 
have of each of the following items. Circle the nuad>er under the column 
title that beat describes your image of each item.
Perfectly Fairly Recognisable Vague
clear clear
1. weightroom aa a whole 1 2  3
2. Squat racks 1 2  3
3. Bench press area 1 2  3
4. Weight bars 1 2 3
5. Height storage standI 1 2 3
6. Other equipment 1 2  3
Think of a game or scrimmage. Consider the mental image you have of e 
of the following 1 terns. Circle the number under the column title that 
best describea your image of each item.
1. Warmup exercises 1 2  3
S. The playing field 1 2  3
9. Opponent‘a stance 1 2  3
10. Movement by opponent 1 2  3
ch
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ITEM GROUP #2
Think of watching SOMEONE ELSE perform each of the following acta, 
Conalder the mental image you have for each item. Circle the number under 
under the column title that beat deacribea your image of each item.
Per feet 1y 
clear
fl
c l
11. A heavy bench preaa
12. A power clean
13. Running a 40 yd daah
14. A vertical jump
15. A heavy aquat
16. Two-hand bicep curia
17. Puah or military preaa 
IB. Putting on a helmet
19. Putting on ahoulder pada
20. Doi ng eitups
ITEM GROUP tl
Think of watching VOURSELF perform each of 
the mental image you have for each item. Ci 
column title that beat deacribea your image
21. A heavy bench preaa
22. A power clean
23. Running a 40 yd daah
24. A vertical jump
25. A heavy aquat
26. Two-hand bicep curia
27. Puah or military preaa
28. Putting on a helmet
29. Putting on ahoulder pads
30. Doing aitupa
rly
ar
Recogni table Vague
he following acta. Consider
cle the numb 
of each item
r under the
9b
GENERAL INFORMATION
How u n y  years have you participated m  football? __
How sany years have you participated in weightlifting?
Do you consciously use lentil iaagery in weightlifting 
(Circle one) YES NO
JERSEY NUMBER POSITION
o i foot ba11? 
AGE
Appendix D 
Computer Procedures
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Computer Procedures
Two mainframe and two microcomputer software packages were 
used in the analysis of the data from the MIAI. The mainframe 
software was SAS and SPSS. All CTT statistics except C r o n b a c h ’s 
Alpha were generated using SAS, which does not calculate this 
statistic. The microcomputer packages were Microscale and 
M i c r o S P F . The latter is sophisticated software similar to 
mainframe SPF. It is useful in preparing the data files for 
execution in Microscale. The Microscale input screen is 
cumbersome. If a data file can prepared to a 'Comma Separated 
V a l u e 1 file outside of M i c r o s c a l e , data can be input, converted 
and transferred easily using MicroSPF or equivalent software and 
M i c r o s c a l e .
It should also be noted that SAS and SPSS are available in 
microcomputer versions. The new generation of fast, powerful and 
relative cheap microcomputers gives the researcher increased 
autonomy from mainframe computers for data input and analysis. 
Although the microcomputer versions of SAS and SPSS have their 
limitations, changes in hardware and software should soon have 
these problems resolved. This will allow the researcher 
sophisticated on-site data gathering, analysis and output 
capabilit i e s .
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